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TESTIMONIALS FOR TIM DAVIS
"Tim Davis teaches the single most difficult thing in Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, which is
riffing new comedy in front of a live audience."
Dr. Steven Phillipson, Director
Center for Cognitive Behavioral Psychotherapy
New York City
BUSINESS:::
"I wanted to take the opportunity to thank you for the Stand-Up Presentation Skills Seminars
you delivered for our Sony Electronics (SEL) Lunchtime Learning series. Your lectures were
cutting edge -- delivering advanced communication skills training through an entertainmentbased medium that was both attention-grabbing and focused on our SEL's specific business
needs. My department has received excellent feedback from employees and Sony Human
Resources senior management. The seminar evaluations we received after each event spoke
loud and clear -- It's a hit!
I am ecstatic that we will be fortunate enough to have you back to repeat your Standup
Presentation Skills seminar and also to deliver your follow-up course, Advanced Riffing.
As a company of firsts, Sony seeks out innovation in products, training and service. It is for
this reason that your unique training methods best suit our corporate mission.
Sony looks forward to continuing this very successful relationship."
Fred "Chip" Ambrogio
HR Liaison/Communication Specialist
Sony Electronics
"If you are currently debating whether or not to make Tim's class part of your next training,
let me help you with the decision. Do it!! His methodology gives even the most seasoned
sales rep real-world techniques to managing client interactions. I am convinced the
confidence I got out of learning Tim's system led to more closed deals. Oh, and did I
mention the training was actually fun."
Zach Kuperman, President and Founder
Spitfire Strategies

"The lessons that I've learned and continue to learn by work with Tim Davis are invaluable.
His cognitive behavioralism method is truly the only program that I've encountered to
positively impact my life on such a profound level. The insight I've gained in such a short
period of time has assisted me in achieving goals that I've struggled with for years. Tim's
work has resulted in my continual personal and professional success. I anticipate exploring
other dimensions of my character through Tim's program. The bottom line is that Tim's
program works. You are empowered to discover you. Tim gives you every tool available for
you to conquer such an exciting and noble goal under his trusting guidance."
Yvette Craddock
Click Marketing Solutions, Phoenix

"Your talk affected all of us at our Toastmaster meeting. It gave me some profound insight I
did not have before. Making people laugh is great, but I think you may have an even greater
calling. You can help people understand that their worth is not performance-based. Everyone
needs to know that. You have instant connectability because of your talent and your story.
Use that to reach all of us out there. Thank you so much for sharing your talents,
experiences and insight with us."
Kirk J. Gould, Business and Technology Integrator
Pinnacle West Marketing & Trading, Phoenix

"On behalf of Soroptimist International of Phoenix, I write to thank you for stepping into the
breach on extremely short notice and treating our members to an entertaining and
informative program. Several of our members mentioned how much they enjoyed your
program, and one member of the audience said it was the best program he had heard all
year. Not only did we appreciate your insights and your humor, we respect and admire your
commitment to making a real difference in the world around you. I have already put to good
use some of the insights you provided. I would unhesitatingly recommend you to anyone
seeking a dynamic, entertaining and effective speaker."
Mary Mangotich Grier, President
Soroptomist International of Phoenix
"Applause -- Applause -- Applause!!! Another bravo appearance on such a perfect topics,
"Emotions in the Workplace." With some many workers today who are fried, frazzled,
harried, pressure-cooked, etc., by the demands of downsizing, restructuring, mergers, and
acquisitions, WorkTalk® is certainly grateful to your views on such a timely topic. Your
insights on how to deal with this "EQ" (Emotional Quotient) factor were very helpful... and
much needed."
Marian J. Karpen, Founder, President and CEO
WorkTalk, New York City
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